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SENDING YOU A FRENCH KISS

O' pleasant for the eyes to behold woman.
Last night I kissed thee
Savior the memories of this dynasty.
Where the effection I release carrys you- you must go
The kiss obviously was more than you could resist.
(YOUR EYES RADIATED BLISS)
Spread out your wings stop fighting the electricity of the kiss
thats causing you to sing.
Like a swawns breast quivering for her soulmate
Ifrenched kissed thee!
As! the kiss runs swiftly through your body, the sweetness,
majesty, and glory devine.

(SURRENDER AND SAY THAT YOU ARE MINE)!!!!!!
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I SAW YOU IN A RED DRESS

VICKIE M. STRINGER

Where the sea departs. (poetry to a diva)
At even tide!
(YOU! were standing next to me)
underneath your red dress
I! could vagely see your breasts,
covered in clusters of african roses!
0' how glorious was your feet!
Through the radiance of the sun.
I was gasping in the heat.
You're! a lily with swan breasts!
and decked with coral feet!
Where the current elevated you
over the tides,
I saw you slowly, you slowly,
drifting away from me.
(beneath your attire you wore faultless nothing!)
Quivering in grapes clustered like
Sculptured flesh.
(In me you have an admiral).
FROM THE GRAVE I SHALL LOVE THEE

Love is Bliss,

for it one must be willing to take a risk.

But! my love for you will, always exist.
I will love you from the place called hell!
If I descended into the place called hell I would still, love, thee.
If I were dying a horrible death, I would still love thee.
O' if thou spate in my face.
I would still love thee,
If thou betrayed thee.
I would still love thee!
O' how I love thee with every inch,
of my soul!!!!!
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Sparkling diamond!
This! is your female form.
you're like chrystle.
"Glazed sugar,
A beryl diamond.
Your curves are faultless!
(Alarming!!)
(Stauntingly, charming.)!
you've swayed me with, beauty,
and love for dancing,
O' sweet Bethenny, please dance,
once, again,
(JUST FOR ME)!!!
O' white red availed, wine,
subtle—you glisten.
your profit is to take notes.
(AND LISTEN!!)
O' my heart is mesmerized over you.
lingering in the spirit of your glorious
beauty.
1(From your greatest incarcerated fan!)!
You're like twelve dozen Roses

Hello, my fragrance of special scents.
my- my queen of color.

-I love you like no other!
My jewel of numerous designs (European design)

(thinking that you're fine)

My Eloquent, flower!
-with you I will take a shower!
My costly peble.

(for nothing less I will settle)

Im unlike any other fellow.

My textured goddess.

(forgive my not being modest)

My rose, to win, your heart.
I must be honest, my flower, you have twelve
different charistics!

beautiful,
soft,
sweet,
sexy,
sensitive,
loyal,
creative,
seasational,
romatic,
admirational,
dedicated,
and mine!

φ(4f)
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CRUSH ON YOU

When you Awaken in the morning my eyes are upon you,
from the place called far I Imagine glistening over your (SHOULDERS)

Traveling down the road I see,soft,spongy,and dove glazed (BREASTS)
like roses of sharon I see you dripping in water
like fallen roses from your (BODY)
I see you from a far standing in my bed room full of (DELIGHT)
In enmeshed in your shadow I concentrate on your beauty (I HAVE FALLEN FOR
(YOU))!
THE SECRET TO MY HEART

For you in an Intimate way I surrender my love
O'open your loving arms and make me (SMILE!)
Allow me to lie on your breast through out the night
you told me in the shower you wanted me completely
without any further hesitance
(IM SURRENDERING TO THEE)
you know what I want
There is no more fear, hell could enlarge itself against me
I would still surrender my soul to thee
NOTHING DEVINE CAN BE ALTERED!
THE SECRET TO MY LOVE

If you want to have your way, with me,

make me your princess.
O'you want to get into my (VGINAL AREA!)

watch your advances!

Come trembling to me in honor and true honesty.

My secret is hidden in a special place,

AH! I'm only revealing it to my night in shining (ARMOUR)

This! silence makes me think your not worth my time.

No! man has discovered the secret to my heart,

(IF YOU FIND IT I SHALL TO YOU BEND!)
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TO MY DAUGHTER CASSANDERA (poetic to cassandra)

Be patient as you allow the mastery of your hearts desire.

Silence gives consent!
there is nothing disrobing about waiting for the thing that
(IS Going to change the rest of your life)
nothing you're waiting for is put on a shelf.
(you're patience is going to bring forth wealth)
you're a very unique daughter,
Heaven has to convey it's tallest order,
you're like an olive tree,
in the midst of scholar's
they all want to hollar (my fine daughter!)
But it is only in this you trust.
your desire is not like an ice-cream, sunday!
No! you would much rather wait, than to make a costly mistake
O' yes daughter everything is in order,
(Just you must wait)
the world is your oyster,
I'm so proud that you're my daughter,
I'll always be around to prevent you, from faltering, or hastening to the, alter!
(A prophetic word from your daddy!
.what you're waiting for is heavens tallest,
order, because I order it, it want be late!!!!!!
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DON'T BE SCARED IT'S DISTASTEFUL

(Poetic!)

MAN-ROOD

oct 11, 2013

Seven things you must conquer yourself.

Your family's influence over you!
Your wife's position,
Your fears
Your desires,
Your reasons for existing,
Your choice of trust.

To master this iconic paradigm

You must value nothing more,

than longevity!!!
A MAN'S BED CHAMBERS

bewareful its like a spiders web spun with intentions,
designed, (TO MAKE YOU HIS POSSESSION)

Dont allow him to kiss you touching your wet spot.
Dont allow him to place his suddle tongue in your mouth,
make him pursue your love like a prince
pursues aged wine!
Dont introduce him to your favorite perfume,
this is telling him you want to go,
into his bed chambers!
Demand that he treat you in the beginning like a
maidens love.
Draw him to you before you concede
run like a spooked dove, make him
chase you for your (LOVE!)
O' king with this woman you must be after more
(THAN JUST GETTING LAID!)!
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(Falcon OF Praise.)

The glammer of your beauty

(HAS ME AMAZED).

your heart felt love for people
O' what would I sacrifice (to behold thee)?
you've become more dazzeling
(as you age)!!
how do you remain so virtuous?
Lifes finest flower
fruit of love
Cluster of classy goddess
cubic zirconium(royal DIVA)
sapphire paradigm.
O' Katie such a devine lady!
(never would you do anything shady!)
most delicate toes, pretty feet
I blow you a kiss
O' please take the risk.
youre painfully fine
heavens has graced you to
forever
be you charming
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hungry for you

Longing for you all my days has, strengthen, my bliss for it is
(TRUE)!
we possess to strong of a bound
once I touched you, and lifted
you off your feet,
almost I lost control of myself.
My face is like amber, morning after
morning my longing for thee,
Life! is so full of passion or so it seems.
(ITS TIME YOU INTERVENED!)
It is cold in this mansion (without you)!
My candle has gone out.
I'm stumbling in the dark looking for thee.
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BETWEEN THE SHEETS

Often times when two people sleep together
(BETWEEN THE SHEETS!)
Holding each other closely in your arms
Legs spread wide, fighting over the pillow,
you running your hands across my silk skin,
disrobbing me not a stitch of clothing remained.
with your lustrous eyes, with such silly assertion
running around the house (NAKED!).
I still have rugls burns from where you passionately
gave it to me on the floor.

It's not always better between the sheets,
the next time you undress me,
give it to me in our garage!
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THE POWER OF YOUR LIPS

The power of your lips are more pleasant than choice flowers
Everytime you kiss me it moves my bowels

Your lips taste like honey
Your mouth is wet with dew
And thick as they may be(I FEEL FREE).
I hear harmonous flutes and the sounds of opra's harps
at the slightest touch from your lips!

I hear flutes and see chariots when I taste your lips moisture

The smell of your lips consecrates my soul.
Like a ripple effect
power me with your lips!
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written to you white woman

O' the fabric of my delight spread your loving towards me,
I will build you the largest (TOWER!)
Fill our life with every purest flower
Awaken you each morning lavished in
gold.
In! thine ear I will sing to your soul,
O'cherished vessel of mighty display
I would never put your wishes on display.
O' come lay your head in my chest.
Away with the fantasy for romance,
I will add years to your life!
Beauty to your soul,
If only with me you would grow old.
O' sweet memorial thy kiss (I SOLICIT)!

(MY RAPTURED DOVE)!
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MY BREAST

Last night out of a flame of heat,
I Owoke with my hands pressed upon my breast thinking of thee!

Like pointed sculptures and red olive raptures Im horney for thee.
My breast calleth for thee
Just a touch from your hands
Teasing my nipples.
O' romeo come calm my heat.
you press above my roes
rape my breast.
Take advantage of my vumenability Im in heat
My breast are dripping orations of seduction.
Like cosmic fire your my desire
O' be my romeo bra rape me, with your hands,
get here as fast as you can.

soften my harden nipples, with your hands!
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Fanned by the wind,
I write you this poem.
The flame of your beauty!
The adventure of your touch.

The! moisture in your hair
The beauty of your existence on planet
(earth.)

The captivation of your breath.
For I smell it in the air
In your dearest love I rest.

I melt before you as I gaze
at your creativity
transparency, & passion,
your talent, your every breath
Queen of imperial fine
bed of gardens finest fragrance
worth more than materiality!

rubies, gold, wealth,
roses, attire
(Is an insult to the sacredness of thee)

If only I could kiss the lips that
kiss thee.

AS! a drug mixed in love
O' youre heavens pearl
O' let me messy your hair
making a movie with me
I call it an affair.

(written by your incarnated fan!)
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BLACK WOMAN I PRAISE THEE

Fair is tho love,
I praise, your smile, your eyes,
your color, the size of your waist.
I praise the fruit of your labour,
your majesty, chastity, beauty, poise
uniqueness, heart, and honesty.
I praise your withstanding the one who stole your virginity,
stole your flower, broke your heart,
played with your love, got you pregnant,
and ran,
I praise your spirit of triumph, soul and timing to read this
poetic uplifting!!
I praise your ability to be strong.
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HOW SHALL I LIVE WITHOUT THEE

How shall I withstand the magnitude of
my disperation for thee?
How shall I guard my mind against such warm thoughts of thee
How shall I love another, when I'm already
In love
with thee.
How shall my soul rise above thee
O' vibrate woman you vibrate my soul
As a bow running passionately across
a violin.
How shall I hear the voice of another woman calling for me?
When I have already heard yours!
Ah! I shall forever sing you (SONGS MOST LOVELY)

AND UNIQUE!!
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STANDING BESIDES THE RIVER

I dreamed you were standing besides a (HUGE RIVER).
Where! glorious river meet another river,
your beauty made each (QUIVER)!
I soon discovered that they were fighting,
(OVER-you)!
underneath your feet were pebbles,
I could see through your purple dress,
mixed in glaring red,
these are the words which you said,
The midst of my eyes, causing the sun to shine,
my lily clustered breast, belongeth to thee.
I reached to pull you out of the jealously of the rivers,
gold rays of light radiated from your,
body.
AS! I got you outa the tides.
When I owoke you were standing by the river
of my bed.

O! make it come true!
YOU NEED TO BE BOLD

You keep hesitating to make up your mind.
you already know that you want to be mine.
you know it your self that you're feeling me!
(!THIS IS INTENDED TO BE!)
collect your thought's.
and make up your mind.
you ain't that fine.
stop! hidden in the shadoww.
like you're looking for a chance,
to make an advance!
I'm a gentlemen.
stop! sending me mixed messages.
say! what you mean, if you're scared.
(!say-it.).
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TO MY MISTRESS!

Why hast thou hid thou lovely face?
Why is thy honor with drawn from thee?
Why are you ashamed to look at me?
What is it that I have done?
Why does thou pupils no longer shine?
Is it because you can no longer
(BE THINE!)
Where is the light that once radiated your soul
gone???
Am I the breath of thee the, the end of thee,
can it be???

Love travels my darling at different levels.

O' thou art still my delight
it's just that you're another,
mans wife!
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SEX AFTER FORTHY!

Completeness, beauty, balance, and mist.

before penetration.

DON'T JUST LAY UNDERNEATH HIM
(RECIEVE HIM!)

Allow him to kiss and suck on your breast!
Blow in your ears play in your hair.
Let him give you body massages,
this will per serve, the union,
of lubrication, and sensation.
delicate touches on your breast,
before you consent to penetration,
Lay naked in his chest, stop
avoiding the opportunities to be fresh!(FLESH FLESH)!

this make love making its best.
clear your mind of all else,
A glorious climax you will, get!!!

0' how you will treasure, your, reward!!!!
Queen though this dream is fictious,
it haunt's my soul to say,
that you walked into my room,
georges, lofty, and proud.
In the midst of thee I saw,
(PURPLE, AND YOU WORE RED!)
In the dream you whispered, in my ears,
placed your royal, hands on
my head and said,
I am your heaven sent Angel!...
Angels moved at the sound of your voice.
you sat next to me with diamond eyes!
and placed your arms, around my neck:

Then you did what I never expected,
from your costly, tailored, bra,
you gave me a check.
(AND I OWOKE!!)!!!!!!
THE MAZE

(POETIC)

Think of the universe as a giaganic puzzle.
(Without a muzzle)
we all together make up all the pieces.
Yet,
(we're so disagreeable)!
here is the magic to the cataless,
that will reassemble this
Togtherness, and solve the maze.
know your past towards that end.
be careful who you marrying or call your friend.
dont be afraid of change, or to have your life,
rearranged.
know that all things related to your purpose in this life will
called a maze will find you.
or maybe it is already pursuing you.
immediately all thé clutter is ,
going to disapear the moment you,
(conquer your fears)!
BABOLOMIA GIRL

curious girl,
fiesty,
freaky,
sneaky,

Female lion dangerous if approached wrong,
A devine nebeus attraction,
Quivering belly,
bridegrooms night of love,
My female cleavage bearer.
nucleus Lady!
You have survived the portals of life,
My treachous daughter,
you're the who obtains all the,
qualities I'm looking for,
Beauty, uniqueness, vibbrancy,
(AND SMART)

IT' time you allow me into your heart!
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VIRGIN DAUGHTER OF SECLUSION I STARED AT THEE THE OTHER NIGHT

It was at a banquet.

I chased your body fragrance
O' daughter of virginity, so soft, so pure
O' woman of myrrh
from your virtuous bosom, cluster of beauty, and tender roes.
my vinyard of harvest fruits
O' come out of your hidden place
Allow me to see your uncovered face.
you leave everything to the imagination.
there was nothing bare!
I tried my hardest to see your curves in my stare.
But! you are so evenly covered.
O' dont leave me in suspense anylonger!
I cannot even see your hands.
Ah! I so long to see your hips.

(ALL WOMAN COULD LEARN FROM THEE)
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BREATHTAKING PASSION

O' the breath oroma of your passion floods my soul
the grasp in which you have,
on my soul surly you rule,
without warning I'm strangled in this affair
over and over again at midnight,
I hear you calling my name!
'There can be no depth to a love like this,
my pantys are surrendering to giving to,
giving you what you desire!
O' Yes my love maximum expousure.
(IM LEAPING INTO YOUR ARMS WITH BREATHTAKING
!!!!(PASSION)!!!
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The awakening, of your love
your thighs, once again allow
to be rubbed, (your eloquent lace)
Let me kiss your face, and
Touch your breast; I know that
they smell like pleasantries, and
fresh! Let me lay you on my
chest; and allow my fingers to do
the rest, run my fingers through your
hair, O-yes, and touch you there!
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